
Ramona Motorcycle Rally 
Bike Rodeo 

 
Events and Rules 

 
Street Bikes Only! 

Our Biker Rodeos are OPEN COMPETITION for all Street Bikes with engine sizes at 
750cc or larger, bikes must run regular style street tires and NO KNOBBY tires are 
allowed. If you are unsure what is allowed, Paul, RMR's Rodeo Rules & Event 
Coordinator will make the final decision upon inspection of your bike.  All 
participants must sign event waiver. 
 
 
EVENTS: 

SLOW RACE 
SINGLE RIDER- HEAD TO HEAD 

Bracket style elimination- 
1st,2nd & 3rd places awarded! 

Up to 3 bikes per heat, staged at starting line, flag start. Riders race as SLOW as 
possible between chalked lines to finish line...LAST one across wins and 

advances to next heat!  
A rider is disqualified if tire crosses a chalked line and or if rider puts a foot/feet 

down. 
 

 

KEG PUSH 
SINGLE RIDER- HEAD TO HEAD 

 Bracket style elimination- 
1st,2nd & 3rd places awarded! 

Up to 3 bikes per heat, staged at starting line, flag start. Riders must push an 
empty beer keg from starting line, between chalked lines and between 2 cones 

at finish line...first one across wins and advances to next heat!  
If a riders beer keg crosses over a chalked line the rider must stop and reset beer 
keg between lines at the spot it crossed to continue the race. Beer keg must be 

pushed between cones at finish line to qualify. 



 
 

BARREL RACE 
SINGLE RIDER- TIMED 

Fastest time wins! 
1st,2nd & 3rd places awarded! 

1 bike staged at start/finish line, flag start. Rider must complete a "cloverleaf" 
pattern around 3 barrels and cross start/finish line between cones...fastest time 

wins! 
Rider must complete specific "clovercleaf" pattern around barrels and cross 

start/finish line between designated cones to qualify. 
 
 

STOP OR LOSE 
SINGLE RIDER- HEAD TO HEAD 

Bracket style elimination- 
1st,2nd & 3rd places awarded! 

2 bikes staged at starting line, flag start. Riders race to and STOP in a chalked 
box, shut bike down and raise both hands in the air...fastest to complete all 

tasks wins and advances to next heat!  
Rider and bike must be completely inside chalked box and both hands must be 

raised to qualify. A rider can reset bike if chalked box was over shot by rider. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Thank you to IMRA. 


